
Our most advanced Galaxy Book 
security yet
Have peace of mind while bringing your big ideas to life with our 
most advanced Galaxy Book security available.

Powerful. Light. Amazingly slim.
Take premium power on the go with an ultralight and amazingly 
slim laptop.

The ultimate screen experience
Tackle what you need to do and then kick back with what you love to 
do on a spacious 14" or 16" Dynamic AMOLED 2X touchscreen that’s 
bright, crisp and vivid.

Power for your most 
productive days
Seize the day with a power-packed Intel® processor that 
helps you master every task, both great and small.

From passion projects to vacation planning to managing your household, you have a lot going on and need a device powerful enough to handle 
it all. Galaxy Book4 Pro offers extraordinary power in our thinnest laptop in the Galaxy Book4 Series and becomes even mightier when connected 
to your other Galaxy devices.

Whether you’re editing files for your new project or managing the family calendar and household budget, the latest Intel® Core™ Ultra processor 
has your back. Even your busiest days are no match for the lightweight design and long-lasting battery. You can take this laptop anywhere, and 
with the anti-reflective screen, why not enjoy a sunny day outside while you check off items on your to-do list?

Even go-getters need a break, so grab this laptop to start planning your next getaway. See every vibrant detail on the stunning Dynamic AMOLED 
2X display, now with touchscreen, as you research your next destination, and be transported to a different world before even getting on the plane. 
Hop on a video call with your travel partners to finalize the itinerary and feel like you’re in the same room thanks to a studio-worthy mic and quad 
AKG speakers.

Sync this laptop with your other Galaxy devices for a new level of productivity. Pair it with your smartphone to effortlessly sync files and call and 
text right from your laptop,1 all while knowing you have our most advanced security with Secured Core PC and Samsung Knox.

Power and portability to keep you moving forward — that’s Galaxy Book4 Pro.

Meet Galaxy Book4 Pro, 
the new way to PC



¹Link to Windows available between Galaxy PCs with Windows 10 or later (2021 or later) and either a compatible Galaxy Tablet (Android 12, One UI 5.1.1 or later) or a compatible smartphone (Android 11, One UI 3.1 or later). Must be logged in to the same Windows and Samsung account 
on all devices and have a Bluetooth and Wi-Fi connection. Requires initial setup on both smartphone, Tab (in Link to Windows app) and Galaxy Book (in Phone Link app). Some mobile apps may have security features that prevent the mobile app from being viewed on PC.   2Portion of 
storage / memory occupied by existing content.   ³Based on local, 1080p resolution video playback, default video player (full screen), 150 nit brightness, default earbud volume, Wi-Fi and mobile network off, keyboard backlight off. Results vary with settings, usage and other factors. 
© 2024 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. All rights reserved. Samsung and Galaxy Tablets are trademarks of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. Other company names, product names and marks mentioned herein are the property of their respective owners and may be trademarks or 
registered trademarks. Appearance of device may vary. Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG Inc.

Wireless LAN Wi-Fi 6E (Gig+)
802.11 abgn / ac / ax

Bluetooth Bluetooth v5.3

HDMI Yes

Ports 2 Thunderbolt™ 4
1 USB-A 3.2
1 MicroSD
1 Headphone-out / Mic-in Combo

Backlit Keyboard Yes

AC Adapter 65W

Battery³ 14": 18-Hour Battery With 63Wh
16": 21-Hour Battery With 76Wh

Dimensions 14": 12.3" x 8.81" x 0.46"
16": 13.99" x 9.86" x 0.49"

Weight 14": 2.71 lb.
16": 3.44 lb.

Warranty 1 Year

Security Fingerprint Reader
TPM
Secured Core PC
Knox

Color Moonstone Gray

OS Windows 11 Home

Processor Intel® Core™ Ultra 7 155H 

Graphics / 
Graphics Memory Intel® ARC Graphics

Display 14" / 16"
16:10 Aspect Ratio
Dynamic AMOLED 2X WQXGA+
(2880px x 1800px)
120Hz Adaptive Refresh Rate
400 nits
Anti-Reflective Touchscreen

Memory 
and Storage²

14": 16GB (RAM) + 512GB
16": 16GB / 32GB (RAM) + 1TB

Internal Mic Studio-Grade Dual

Speakers AKG Quad Speakers
(Woofer Max 5W x2, 
Tweeter 2W x2)
Dolby Atmos®

Web Camera 1080p FHD


